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sold!

... communication, professionalism, integrity,
results... just some of the words you’ll be
hearing from us. Take a look through our
steps to success in selling your property.

Let’s Meet
Getting the right advice from the start is the first step towards achieving an
outstanding result. So here’s what you can expect from our first meeting:
Advice that always puts your best interests first. A market report on
actual properties sold in your area. An honest and up-to-date appraisal
of the likely selling price of your property. A recommendation on how
we will achieve the highest possible price in the shortest possible time.
An assessment of your strongest target market, and the best methods
of marketing. Recommendations on preparing your property for sale.

Presentation
First impressions are everything. Best buyers are attracted to well
presented homes. Our advice comes from years of experience and
learning what has the greatest impact on buyers in your area. The
right decisions and what to feature and highlight in your property
will attract and keep the best buyers. We also work with a range of
industry professionals should you wish to make improvements before
the campaign.

Negotiation
Successful negotiation is the most important skill we provide. Through
extensive internal training and office systems we make sure every last
dollar is extracted utilising different negotiation strategies, giving you
the highest possible price. There is a big difference between selling
and making sure your asset has been maximised.

Four page & two page brochures
Our 4-page and 2-page property brochures provide so much more than the
standard photographs and floor plans. Additional images, special features,
detailed descriptions and accurate measurements allow buyers to imagine a
home with real dimension. Proximity to facilities and median area values complete
the neighbourhood picture. A select list of comparable sales from your area can
also be added to aid in achieving the highest possible price for your property.
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Internet
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Alert
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Office displays
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Open for inspections

Statistics prove that a significant number of buyers search for
properties online. Our website will provide detailed information on your
property. Our SMS links to the site ensure buyers receive fast returncalls from your agent. Your property will also be listed on all major
property search portals.

This automatically matches properties to buyers. This service notifies
our extensive buyer list via SMS or email with property information and
updates.

Our prominently located office features large colour displays of your
property with a description and optional floor plan to help potential
buyers choose the right property.

Our approach to inspections is a balance of three key factors: what
time of the day your property is shown to its best advantage; the buyer
profile for your property; and when those buyers are most likely to visit
your home. And of course the number one priority, when it suits you.
We also offer private inspections, arranged at a time convenient to you
and the buyer.
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Marketing strategy
Individual tailored strategies maximise your marketing investment.
Our comprehensive research into buyer demographics insures our
advertising targets the best buyers - those who desire your home the
most, and are willing to pay more to purchase it. Being an independent
agent means we are not forcing a particular method of sale and
marketing, but tailor a specific package that suits your property.

Unique selling proposition
We identify the major selling features of your property and maximise the
appeal. Our use of experience means we know what buyers value and
we understand market trends. Once identified, these special features
are showcased with professional photography and copywriting in a
tailor-made campaign.

Written inspection reports
After each open-for-inspection we email you a report that lists exactly
who visited your property. There will always be a follow-up phone call
to keep you fully informed. Our inspection etiquette insures that you
and your potential buyers are treated with respect at all times.

Personal meetings
Important discussions are best conducted face-to-face. During these
meetings we will discuss our plans and the progress of the campaign
and any market changes. In the case of an auction, we will sit down to
discuss all possible outcomes and strategies to insure the best price
is achieved on the day.
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Accessibility
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Qualified buyers
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Post sale information
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Home loans

The latest technology means buyers can access Hill Real Estate
properties at any time on their mobile phones. Our website link to SMS
messaging means our agents call back so fast that buyers are often
still viewing your property online. It’s old-fashioned service, just using
the technology of today.

Our vast buyer database means that we can match buyers to your
property. The database is made up of buyers who have self registered
on alert, buyers who have enquired directly and also buyers who we
have met at open-for-inspections we conduct every week.

Hill Real Estate service doesn’t stop at the drop of the hammer, we
can assist you with legal matters, preparations for the move, and the
little things that can be overlooked like mail forwarding or final meter
readings. Your agent has a wealth of advice and tips when it comes to
moving house.

We offer a convenient and respected home loan brokerage service. By
promoting this product, we improve buyers capacity to pay more for
your property.
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methodofsale
The method of sale you choose can
have a strong bearing on the selling
price, time involved and process. We
will provide you with expert advice
on your property, taking in a range of
considerations. Before you decide, it’s
worth discussing all the options. We’ll
talk about your own circumstances and
feelings, the type of property and the
current state of the market.

Public Auction
The most popular method in high demand areas.
Advantages:
• Competitive bidding can often see
results that far exceed expectations.
• A sense of urgency is created with
a decreased time on the market.
• A cooling off period does not apply.
Disadvantage:
• Can be perceived to be more stressful.
Private Sale
Advantage:
• Can be perceived to be less stressful.
Disadvantage:
• There is little to no chance of exceeding your set
price. If the price is too high, the selling period can
be drawn out and impact on the final price.
Expressions of Interest
This method is a combination of auction and private
sale and uses a price range rather than a fixed price.
Advantage:
• This will not limit the price you achieve.
Disadvantage:
• With a longer time frame, there is no urgency for
buyers to make a decision.
Sale by Tendor (with a closing date for offers)
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Used for very large properties, major developments
or multiplicity of use.

bestbuyers
People who want your property more!
People who will pay more!
Our profiling strategies enable us to
identify: who will pay the most, where
they come from and how to reach them.
A fully integrated campaign is created to
maximise your marketing investment and
target the right buyers. We will take into
account the two distinct buyer groups:
Active buyers:
• Actively look for property most weekends
(attending auctions and inspections)
• Visit agents
• Know exactly what is on offer in the market
Our strategy is to ensure these buyers can easily find
information on your property.
Passive buyers:
• Are not actively looking to buy property.
• Are interested to know when new properties
become available.
• May be interested if they knew your
property was available.
• Have resources to purchase the right property
Our strategy is to ensure these buyers discover your
property without having to look very far.
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where our buyers come from

Walk in
7%

Signboard
21%

Internet
66%
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Newsprint
6%

marketing

signagetosold
We will work with you to create an
individually tailored marketing program
to suit your specific needs.
You can be sure of a better result when
you have maximised your marketing
with Hill Real Estate.
Internet

Hill Real Estate promotes their listings on all of the major real estate portals, not just some of them.
We also have exclusive access to some of the highest profile “feature spots” available on the internet
today. This coverage is enhanced by our own award winning internet site, where buyers can view your
property in an enhanced environment.
Newspapers
Local newspaper advertising targeting the main buyer radius for your property.
Professional Copywriting
Hill Real Estate have access to highly trained professional copywriters to ensure that your advertising
focuses only on promoting your property. This helps to set your property apart in the mind of your
target market.
Marketing your home
• Your property is made available through our internal network.
• Your property goes live on:
www.hillrealestate.com.au
www.realestate.com.au		
www.realestateview.com.au
www.open2view.com.au
www.homehound.com.au
www.realestate1.com.au
www.realtyonline.com.au
www.yourproperty.com.au
www.homepage.com.au/millionplus.com.au

www.domain.com.au
www.onthehouse.com.au
www.homesales.com.au
www.google.com.au

• We will:
Arrange your signage.
Publish your advertising.
Arrange distribution of direct mail marketing.
Submit editorials on your property to the media.
Arrange inspections to suit your viewing times
Arrange inspections with prospective buyers.
Conduct open homes, (advertise, put out signs, host, collect leads and feedback)
Arrange inspections with prospective buyers.
Evaluate market feedback, follow up leads and report regularly back to you,
verbally, email and in writing.
Negotiation and Sale:
• We identify genuine buyers and begin the sale process.
• We negotiate on your behalf and in consultation with you to achieve the best possible result for you.
• Contract signed by both parties, deposit collected and held in our trust account on your behalf.
• We co-ordinate any additional inspections with you that may be required to complete the contract.
• Contract becomes unconditional.
• We monitor your sale until settlement.
• We release the balance of the deposit to you or your conveyancer.
• SOLD!
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marketingoptions
Marketing Setup Options:
Standard Board, A4 Brochures, Window Display.
Open For Inspections:
Flag, Pointer Boards, Weekly Invitation to OFI, Targeted Invitations by mail and email, Guest Register.
Internet Display
www.hillrealestate.com.au
www.realestate.com.au		
www.realestateview.com.au
www.open2view.com.au
www.realestate1.com.au
www.homehound.com.au
www.realtyonline.com.au
www.yourproperty.com.au
www.homepage.com.au/millionplus.com.au
Social Media:
Facebook & Twitter
Auction
Auctioneer
Advertising
Local paper		

1 x 1/8 page

Local paper 		

1 x ¼ Page

Local paper		

1 x ½ Page

Realestate.com.au

Internet Feature Property – 30 Days

Realestate.com.au

Internet Feature Property – 45 Days

Realestate.com.au

Premiere Property Ad

Realestate.com.au

Highlight Property Ad

Realestate.com.au

Agent Gallery

Realestate.com.au

eBrochure

Photo Sign Board

Size 8 x 4

Photo Sign Board

Size 8 x 6

Twilight Photography

Professional

Daylight Photography

Professional – 5 Shots

Daylight Photography

Professional - 10 Shots

Daylight Photography

Professional - 20 Shots

Interactive Floorplan

Professional Floor Plan

Video Photography

Professional - 15 Shots + Floor Plan

Video Pack		

Video Production

Interactive Floor Plan
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www.domain.com.au
www.onthehouse.com.au
www.homesales.com.au
www.google.com.au

marketing
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96 High Street, Berwick
Email: berwick@hillre.com.au
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9707 3322

1

384 Burwood Highway, Wantirna
Email: wantirna@hillre.com.au

9800 0700

For more homes visit our website - hillrealestate.com.au
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$575,000
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marketing

internetdisplay

$600,000 - $650,000
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propertyvideo
Hill Real Estate Property Videos are the most
powerful way to effectively engage, maintain
and promote buyer’s interest in your home
than any other media.
With QR codes, prospective purchasers can view your
Home Video from the local paper, the brochure or the
board. Anywhere, any time!
Your video ads appear on our website and portals such
as www.realestate.com.au
Prospective buyers can watch and share your Home
Video with their family and friends even when the home
is not open for inspection.
We will send out on masse, by SMS and email alerts, to
our database of clients who are in the market for a home
similar to yours.
Your property can also be viewed on Google,
You Tube, Facebook, Twitter, and other popular sites.
We keep your property on our agents phones at all times.
We use your Home Video ad at open days and auction
days.
We offer a video link to newspapers wishing to provide
an editorial about your home.

Every Property Video includes
• A professional presenter
• Video QR code
• SmartPhone video streaming
• Special effects
• Only five business days for delivery
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marketing

interactivefloorplan

The interactive floor plan is a visual tool
to enable your potential buyers to view
your home room by room from their pc,
smartphone or tablet.
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testimonials
I was advised by a friend to contact Hill Real Estate as they had been
very helpful to her in selling a property which other agents had tried to
sell and could not find a buyer for. From the outset of our first meeting,
I was impressed by the conduct and professionalism of Hill Real Estate.
They were very approachable and understanding and helped to guide
me through the sometimes confusing world of selling a property.
I have found the entire company from the receptionist and Office
Manager, through to the actual agents, friendly and helpful. At all
times they made sure I was aware of what was happening, and all the
information I required was at my disposal as needed.
I would highly recommend the Hill Real Estate team to anyone in the
market for an agent, and especially anyone who feels unsure of what
they are undertaking. Thank you all sincerely for making the process
such an exciting and hassle free time.

In 2003 I had asked a dear friend of mine, who was in real estate
if he knew or recommended anyone in our area for the sale of
my husband’s home. We felt comfortable and confident Hill Real
Estate was the right choice to market, sell and get the best buyer
who was suitable for this property. They knew and understood
our wants and needs for our next home. It wasn’t long after the
sale that our dream home became available. We stayed in that
property for 8 years and decided to retire and move on. Our
choice was to go interstate. We had no hesitation to call the team
at Hill Real Estate and again they marketed and presented our
property for the appropriate buyer.
We truly thank Hill Real Estate for their total professionalism,
honesty, assistance and friendship.

Robin & Judy

Caroline Marinucci

I am writing this letter to express our sincere appreciation to Hill Real
Estate for your efforts in assisting us to sell our house and purchase
a new property. We have been impressed by the professional and
courteous way in which Hill Real Estate managed every aspect of the
sale and purchase process.
We were particularly taken with Hill Real Estate’s diligent attention to
detail, follow through, and availability to manage any issues that arose.
The team are excellent communicators who welcomed our input,
kept us informed and were always available as required. They worked
tirelessly to help us achieve our goals right up to and including the
settlement process.
Thanks for all your hard work. We have no hesitation in recommending
Hill Real Estate to anyone interested in selling or purchasing a property.

Michael and Leanne
I want to thank you for your professionalism in selling our house. We
were referred to you by an ex colleague who bought a house off you and
said you really tried hard to get a top price for the seller who they bought
the house off and that impressed him immensely.
When giving us a valuation on our property you were professional,
helpful, genuine & trustful. Compared to the other agents we met you
were like a “breath of fresh air”. Your follow up was sensational, you kept
us informed on a regular basis and you delivered what you promised. In
the end with offers on our property in the first three days of marketing
the property we got an offer we couldn’t refuse that exceeded our
expectations and were wrapped.
I would have no hesitation in recommending your services to anybody
that is considering selling their property so thanks heaps for your help
from two happy vendors.

Regards Craig & Leonie Bradshaw
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It was a very difficult and emotional decision for my parents in law to
sell their family home which they have owned, lived in and loved for
over 16 years. Finding an agent they could trust in the marketing of their
property proved to be just as difficult. We interviewed three local agents
and in the end we felt very comfortable with your style and honesty
and decided to place trust in you on the marketing and selling of their
property.
Needless to say we believed we made the right decision as we have
been extremely happy with how you have handled the sale, especially
during such a challenging time in the real estate market. Throughout the
marketing period you kept us informed of the progress, followed our
instructions and provided us updates after each inspection.
We have been extremely happy with the service your agency has
provided throughout the campaign, your professionalism as well as your
openness, integrity and honesty. We would not hesitate to recommend
you to other potential sellers in the area.

Shelly, John & Claire
My brother and I would like to express our appreciation to your team
during the marketing and sale of our father’s property in Boronia.
Throughout the campaign you kept us up to date with emails, including
after each inspection you phoned keeping us informed so that we knew
exactly what was happening. Ultimately the price that you were able to
secure for us was in the upper range of our asking price which we were
very pleased with.
The whole experience was stress free and uncomplicated. We would be
very happy to either buy or sell with you again in the future.

Bridget & Tim
Please refer to our website for more testimonials:
www.hillrealestate.com.au

questions & answers
What happens once I appoint you as my agent?

Depending on what type of marketing plan you select, your photography,
advertising copy, internet listing, brochures and board will need to be
ordered, prepared and proofed, space booked in your selected media,
sales staff briefed on your property and appropriate buyers on our data
base contacted, all before you start seeing many buyers inspecting your
property.

Our aim is to ensure that your selling
experience is both a pleasant and
profitable one. So, if you have any
questions or concerns at any time,
please make sure you let us know.

When will buyers inspect my property?

It is preferable for you to be ready for home inspections at short notice.
Once a property is listed with us, all registered buyers are assessed as
potential prospects. Those buyers that appear to be well matched with
your property would obviously be encouraged to arrange an inspection.
Our policy is always to phone first, giving you as much notice as possible
in preparation for the visit. Try to keep your home ‘inspection ready’ to
avoid last minute stress. Bear in mind that we only get one chance at
making a first impression and your home’s presentation can have a major
effect on this. If you know an inspection is imminent, we suggest you
keep blinds and curtains open, and make your home as airy and bright as
possible. During winter try to ensure your home is warm, while keeping it
as cool as possible in summer.

What do I do when a buyer is inspecting?

If owners are not present, the buyer can spend more time at the property
and not feel uncomfortable about invading your space. Therefore we
strongly recommend that you go for a drive or a short walk while we are
presenting the property. If this is not possible we suggest that you step
out to the garden while we show the buyer the interior, and vice versa.
We have found that if you are within hearing distance of buyers, they will
not discuss the property openly, so leave it to our Sales Consultants to
highlight features of interest to the buyer. Our staff are trained to know
when and where to mention relevant features during an inspection.

Will all buyers be accompanied by an agent?

All buyers will be accompanied by one of our sales team. Should anyone
ever knock on your door and ask to inspect directly with you, please
refer that person to our office immediately for qualifying. We would
recommend that you never allow anyone into your home unless you
know who they are and why they are there! Never disclose why you are
selling or the price you are willing to accept to anyone.

What should I do if I intend to go away for a few days ?

While your property is on the market, it is imperative that we are able to
contact you at any time. As mobile phone coverage is not available in
certain areas, it is important that you provide us with a landline contact
number, or that of a family member or friend who knows where you will
be, just in case we need to discuss an offer or answer a query from a
buyer.

What should I do if other agents contact me?

Once Hill Real Estate is appointed and a signboard is displayed, agents
should not contact you any further. However, some less ethical agents
may try to do so by direct mail, leaflets or phone calls. We recommend
that you ignore these letters and mail drops and refer any phone calls to
us. The majority of agents will respect the decision you have made.

How should I respond to other people’s advice?

Advice received from family and friends is probably well-meaning, but
remember that this is a friend’s opinion, not professional advice from an
expert on local property matters. These opinions are not usually based
on any intimate knowledge of what buyers are looking for, and what they
are currently paying for similar properties to yours. If you are concerned
that we have missed any relevant data in assessing the likely sale price
of your property, feel free to discuss this with us. We are always available
to review and update the market feedback at any time.

Should I accept an early offer?

Our aim is always to achieve the best price possible for you. We set the
quoted price range in such a way that follows your instructions whilst
presenting the property to the market in the most appealing way. When
a property first enters the market, competition can sometimes peak in
the first few weeks. Qualified buyers are more likely to make offers if
they fear losing out, so some of the best offers can occur during the
initial stages. If you are not backed by the right research or advice and
reject these early offers without proper consideration, it may result in your
property subsequently selling for less at a later date. Before you dismiss
any early offers, take time to consider: We may be working with a buyer
who is tired of looking over properties, and may pay a premium for the
right home. Once you reject an offer, it can be hard to attract that offer
again. Compare your offer to the price of similar properties which have
been sold recently in your area. Take note of the feedback received from
buyers inspecting your property. Hill Real Estate consultants are skilled
negotiators. When we achieve the maximum price from the buyer, we will
submit the offer to you, it’s your decision whether or not to accept the
offer. We will always support your decision.

Will I be advised of all offers?

As your agent we will endeavour to keep you informed on everything the
market is indicating, both good and bad. Please allow us to be direct with
you. We will always provide accurate feedback on property inspections
and confirmed offers. You must recognise that all offers, irrespective of
price, must be submitted to you. Comments and offers represent the
voice of buyers in the market place. It is our role to find out what the
market opinion on your property is and how real buyers compare it with
similar properties. It is a fact that properties sell when they meet their
market value. When your property sells, it means we will have confirmed
its true value.

Should I accept the offer made?

If the asking price is much higher than the perceived value, buyers may
not make offers at all. Buyers base their offers on their assessment of
the market. Irrespective of price, all offers must by law be submitted to
you, the vendor. Each offer is a sign of interest and can be a starting
point for negotiations. We recommend you consider each offer seriously,
however, remember you can always say no if the offer is not in line with
your expectations. Always remember we will keep working for you until a
satisfactory outcome is achieved.

Should I adjust my price?

As your agent, our ultimate goal is to achieve the best possible price
for you. We suggest you view the asking price as a starting point in the
negotiations. However, if there are no offers or insufficient inspections,
it may be worthwhile reviewing the asking price with your agent. Try
to do this every few weeks. In most cases it may only be a matter of
lowering the asking price - not your acceptance price. From experience,
most buyers are price conscious and unlikely to make an offer if similar
properties on the market are asking less. If you are thinking of modifying
the asking price, compare your property to sale prices of other properties
that have been recently sold in your area - not with those that are still on
the market. The greatest homes in the world can remain unsold if they
are not priced correctly!
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professionalfees
The three most common ways of
remunerating your agent are a Fixed
percentage rate, a Flat fee or a
Performance based fee.
Fixed Percentage Rate
A Hill Real Estate agent will work with you to
establish a commercially fair rate based on a
percentage of the final sale price.
Performance fee
Under this system, Hill Real Estate receives a
bonus for exceeding your expectations, via a
percentage fee that increases as the sale price
passes nominated thresholds.
Flat fee
You may wish to negotiate a fixed dollar amount.

riskreversalguarantee
When you select Hill Real Estate
as your real estate agent, our
commitment to a successful sale of
your property is guaranteed. We call
this our Risk Reversal Guarantee.
If at any stage during the marketing of your
property you are not entirely satisfied with
the level of service being provided and your
concerns cannot be rectified, Hill Real Estate
will be happy for you to cancel the agreement
if the problem cannot be rectified within 7 days.
Additionally, Hill Real Estate will not charge you
a service fee if your agreement is cancelled.

This Risk Reversal Guarantee is committed to:
___________________________________________
For the sale of property at:
___________________________________________
If at any stage during the marketing of your
property you are not entirely satisfied with the
level of service being provided and your concerns
cannot be rectified within 7 days, Hill Real Estate
will be happy for you to cancel the agreement.
Signed on behalf of Hill Real Estate
___________________________________________
Signed by Client
___________________________________________
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Berwick Office
Phone: (03) 9707 3322
Email: berwick@hillre.com.au
Wantirna Office
Phone: (03) 9800 0700
Email: wantirna@hillre.com.au
www.hillrealestate.com.au

